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FROM THE EDITORS

This issue of the Contributions in New World Archaeology journal contains the second 

set of papers presented at the 24th

th and 16th of November, 2019. The title of the 24th EMC was Contact 

and Conquest in the Maya World and Beyond, and it concentrated on the events 500 years 

ago, since the start of the conquest of Mexico, as well as the colonization and collision of 

cultures from the early sixteenth century onwards, the changes it brought about, and the dawn 

of globalization. The conference also addressed the subject of conquests and contacts between 

contributions has been published in volume 13 of CNWA. The present volume contains another 

set of six papers that are mostly concentrated on the subject of Spanish conquest and changes it 

brought to Mesoamerica as seen in the art, ceramic production, languages, and religion, and how 

Vasijas no 

conquistadas: Patrones de continuidad de la cerámica maya. The author describes changes 

brought by conquest and colonization in the process of ceramic production in Guatemala and 

Mexico. The author also shows that despite the introduction of new European ceramic modes, 

many production techniques and decorations of pre-Columbian origin were maintained in the 

manufacture of ceramics not only during the colonial period but even up until today.

The following article, Didactics and cosmos: heaven and hell in the early colonial 

murals of Santa María Xoxoteco, Hidalgo, Mexico

the fascinating colonial period murals that were used in the process of evangelization and 

conversion of indigenous people of central Mexico. Clemmensen concentrates on presenting 

many iconographic elements of pre-Columbian origin that were used by friars and local artists 

to describe the most important concepts and elements of the Christian religion.

Chilam Balam ‘prophecies’ 

and the Spanish invasion and occupation of Yucatan. The author discusses the famous passages 

ah kin, the ritual specialists and diviners who 

ah kin 

were contemporary cohorts from neighboring polities in the western and northern peninsula and 

that they urged their old enemy, the Itza Maya, to accept the new religion and people from the 



8 From the editors

Linguistic archaeology in the Poqomchi’-speaking area: tracing 

language contacts before and after the conquest focuses on language contacts in the Maya 

In the next paper, New World words and things in the Old World: How the Americas 

conquered the world, 

Columbian exchange by analyzing the history of lexical borrowings from Indigenous languages 

Whereas the Columbian exchange brought numerous plants and animals, as well as technology 

more restricted, involving primarily cultivated plants. However, the author points out that if 

we consider the Columbian exchange to be an ongoing process, there are numerous species 

of the species and cultigens, the history of their global dispersal, and the Indigenous methods 

that foster diversity, provides us with better tools to understand the interconnectedness of culture 

times, to unwanted consequences, as in the case of malnutrition or famines caused by maize 

in Africa and potatoes in Ireland. Besides these, the study discusses loanwords that originate 

in Indigenous American languages and reveals interesting generational patterns in their usage 

outside the area of the origin of the terms: some terms that were common a few decades ago 

have all but disappeared today, while others have started a new life in popular culture.

The peninsular Maya’s 

The author continues with the topic of indigenous responses 

political jurisdiction near the Spanish viceregal administrative seat in Mérida, and other 

the northeastern peninsular Maya hinterlands. The study suggests a more autonomously derived 

divine substrate to characterize Maya religious practice – rather than a Roman Catholic and 

religious conquest in the area.
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LINGUISTIC ARCHAEOLOGY IN THE POQOMCHI’-

BEFORE AND AFTER THE CONQUEST

Russian State University for the Humanities, Russia. E-mail: happyjojik@yandex.ru

Abstract

Written documents in Amerindian languages stemming from the colonial period provide valuable information 

for historical linguistics, as they present unique empirical attestations of linguistic phenomena that no longer exist in 

modern languages. This data can also be used in linguistic archaeology to reconstruct the social contexts in which the 

Mayan languages before the Spanish Conquest. The direction of contacts changed in the 16th -

ence of Dominican missionaries. Several similarities in the grammatical development during the colonial period may 

Resumen

-

puede deberse a esfuerzos deliberados de los hablantes para preservar su identidad étnica.

Palabras clave



INTRODUCTION

-

valuable information for Mayan historical linguistics, as they present unique empirical at-

testations of linguistic phenomena that no longer exist in modern languages. These texts and 

the phenomena that they present can also serve as important tools in linguistic archaeology, 

 

Ehret (2012).

Given the strong interest towards ancient Maya civilisation, Mayan historical linguistics 

which was followed by a wide range of further publications, including Campbell (1998), Zavala 

many others. As pointed out by Southworth (2005: 2), linguistic archaeology uses two main 

in Mayan linguistic archaeology has been conducted on the basis of reconstructions, leaving 

expanded in terms of scope, volume and quality over the last few decades (Zavala Maldonado 

linguistic scholarship. By contrast, textual data from the colonial period are only available for 

a relatively small number of languages. An in-depth study of colonial manuscripts requires 

and library collections, mostly located in the US. These materials are currently becoming 

last decade.

-

tacts that they maintained with other ethnic groups before and after the Spanish Conquest. The 

ethnicities through linguistic evidence.

materials that were used in this study. Subsequently, this paper argues that two main directions 

initiated and impacted by the religious activities of Dominican missionaries in the area of Alta 

tendency to borrow linguistic structures rather than individual lexemes, which may be due to 
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The Poqomchi’ language

by more than 70,000 inhabitants in central Guatemala in the departments of Alta Verapaz, Baja 

Verapaz and El Quiché (Richards 2003: 72). This language remains understudied as opposed to 

many other modern languages of the Mayan family. This is despite a long history of linguistic 

even suggest that they are two dialects of the same language or that they were previously two 

600 B.C. (Kaufman 1976: 108), and since then has developed separately.

th century. Much later, 

second half of the 16th

During the colonial period (from the second half of the 16th century to the beginning of 

the 19th

thereafter. Some of these documents were only mentioned in historical chronicles of that period 

or in other contemporaneous writings, but were never found later and probably got lost, but some 

others still exist. The language used in these manuscripts has not yet received linguistic attention.

dictionaries and grammars, most of these have been lost. The remaining descriptive materials 
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on the structure of the language. The dictionary is also incomplete, but still contains 145 pages 

it could have been based, at least partly, on earlier dictionaries compiled by his predecessor and 

th century and two 17th-

Manuscripts, items 232, 234 and 235). These texts are monolingual, with some titles and brief 

There is also a brief native legal document – “Título del barrio de Santa Ana” (Garrett-Gates 

Mesoamerican Manuscripts, item 242). A later copy of this dates the original as being as early 

as 1565, but the original document was lost. This text was published by Sapper (1906) and 

analyzed in Stoll (1906).

compiled by Malchic Nicolás et al. (2000) presents a contrastive study of dialectal variation in 

CONTACTS WITH CH’OLAN LANGUAGES

This section surveys several contact-induced grammatical phenomena that are observed in 

1

Aspect-based split ergativity

1
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and completive aspects, the alignment is ergative-absolutive, meaning that the arguments 

of intransitive predicates are grouped together with direct objects of transitive predicates. A 

split occurs in the progressive and potential aspects, because the arguments of intransitive 

predicates are grouped together with the subjects of transitive predicates, as would be expected 

in nominative-accusative languages. This contrast is illustrated in (1) and (2).2

a) x-at - -die-

b) x-at - -

c) x-oj-a - -

a  -die-

a  

aat  

at-, as the 

direct object of the transitive predicate in (1b). By contrast, the second person of the subject in 

a-. This conforms to 

Examples from (2) illustrate the use of the same verbs in the progressive aspect that is indi-

cated by the auxiliary predicate k’ahchi’

well as the subject of the transitive predicate in (2b). Set B is restricted to direct objects of tran-

sitive predicates, as shown in (2c). This situation is typical of nominative-accusative alignment.

3

oñ  sleep-

oñ  -hug-

c) tyi k  -hug-

a  -sleep-

a  

ety  

2

3 Here and below, for reasons of consistency, I unify the glosses provided in the respective sources. If a 
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see the enclitic =oñ on the verb in (3a) and (3b). In the progressive aspect, the only argument 

a- in (4a) and (4b). Examples (3) and (4) are parallel to examples (1) and (2) shown above and 

-iik for intransitive verbs in (2a) that 

-el

colonial sources so that there is no doubt that this is a relatively early borrowing, which occurred 

no later than in the 15th

types of alignment.4

a) taric quin camanic

in

by.day - -
5

b) xa in hun culic nanu camanic

nu

very  only      -

in-

nu- of Set A.

Agentivity-based intransitive split

2010: 163-164). Intransitive verbs are grammatically divided into two groups, according to the 

verbs, do not appear in canonical intransitive predications, but require an auxiliary semantically 

bleached verb b’an

4

version according to modern orthographic standards.
5
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x-i-b’an    ri-muhx

- -do -swim

The verb muhx

acts voluntarily and exercises control over the situation. The transitive construction in (6) can be 

kim -

a.bit  - -die-

 go-

majl

require the auxiliary transitive verb cha’l

shown in (9b).

cha’l-e ñuxej-el

 -do-  swim-

 swim-

Example (9b) where the verb ñuxej

is ungrammatical 

use of the auxiliary verb b’an

nruban chic rilec

n-ru-b’an
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- -do   already -steal

The grammatical distinction between agentive and non-agentive verbs seems to be 

commonly borrowed within the Maya area. Danziger (1996) describes a similar phenomenon 

some elements of agentivity-based intransitive split.

The proclitic a

proclitic a is one of these features. This morpheme accompanied verb forms in the completive 

aspect denoting past events. The proclitic a apparently triggered the meaning of immediacy or 

actuality of a past event for the current situation at the moment of utterance (11).

he axcacor canoc

a

so    - -say 

this morpheme can be attached to both completive (12a) and incompletive verb forms in Chontal, 

as well as to future periphrastic constructions (12b), thus conveying the immediacy or current 

relevance of a situation independently from its temporal characteristics (Vinogradov 2018).

(12) Chontal of Tabasco

a) a

 climb-   tree

b) a

    pozole

As the proclitic a

is now extinct (13).

(13) Chontal of Acalán

  upenel chalpel acathanihi

  u-penel chalpel a
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-son Chanpel   

 

  1975: 28)

et al. (2006: 425) consider the grammatical morpheme a in Chontal of Acalán as 

“a temporal deictic which brings the completed action into the temporal here-and-now of the 

present, resulting in the present perfect”. Sanz González (2003: 129) argues that this particle was 

virtually the equivalent of the Spanish adverb ya

similar with respect to their extralinguistic context. In both cases, the proclitic a

-el

-el

persuasive modal reading (14).

  a) [ayohoc ahmac lah vinac chi vach] rujusticia dios chalel china

   rujusticia   dios chalel chi naah

   ru-justicia  dios chal-el   chi  naah

-justiceGodcome-   head

 .b) 

el

 eternity

-el for intransitive verbs already illustrated in (4a) and (9a) above. Smailus (1975: 

deverbalised intransitive forms ending in -el that conveyed future reading (Robertson et al. 

 ma ka a kuxpahel xa tuyanil chamen

el   xa  tuyanil cham-en

 live-  again all   die-

Robertson et al. 2010: 173)
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to corroborate this.

languages over a considerable period in the post-classic epoch. The grammatical contact-

region during the colonial period and currently. This document explicitly mentions such places 

traits have limited distribution that can suggest the exact path for sociolinguistic contacts. 

The most important feature in this respect is the proclitic a, which is typical of Chontal. A 

et al. (2006: 

425) label it “habituative” and describe its meaning as a generic present (16).

a k’expa ne pa’ ti chohbya baktal

a

 change-    bread  love-

et al. 2010: 172)

The proclitic a
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et al.

although the alignment system of this language is peculiar in other respects.

It should be stated that Dionisio de Zuñiga provided some etymological information in 

 

be made.

related to the word chol, and the rest denote types of trees or wood materials that are typical of 

bab or babte

manner:6 “llaman al remo, y pienso es tomado del cholti, dizenlo alla en tucurub y tamahun” 
7

be a distant peripheral source language for some sporadic borrowings, rather than a language 

CONTACTS TO Q’EQCHI’

and Acalás, despite their reluctance towards any attempts of Catholic invasion.

commercial and cultural spheres.

azbez atzbez zelah tzelah  

6 te’ chee’.
7
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zalah tzalah

tzum

was converted into sum, tzuc suq, tzununk sunuunk, and so on. This 

phonological change was accompanied by several grammatical changes that will be discussed 

as follows.

na or naak ta or 

tak

progressive situations in the colonial period and they both began to convey future reading in the 

nanuchutam nuquim

na

 -tie-  -straw

na

only  already  weaving  -do- -all  day

In (17), the morpheme na conveys the progressive reading. This sentence is derived from 

periphrasis estar manojeando

example (18) only allows a future reading in this particular narrative context.

Vinogradov 2017: 212-213). The morpheme ta conveyed an action in progress during the 

colonial period (19) but changed its meaning into the future over time (20).

ta

just    one two    -word -  - -write-

ta

- -do 
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ta denoted 

a mother shows her daughter how to clean the house.

This change from the progressive aspect into the future does not seem to be very exotic 

to be going to in English, which includes an auxiliary 

verb in the progressive form. However, this change does not occur universally to consider this 

Mayan languages do not share this semantic change cannot be ignored.

consists of a nominalised intransitive verb form as the main non-verbal predicate and an 

argument cross-referenced by the dative pronoun (21).

com vech chi ru ch y dios

kam     w-ech   chi  r-uch    i  Dios

die.    -   -front  God

attached to the verb form. This construction is used to describe events that are about to happen 

go.  -   eat-

el

leave-  -   mouse

of the prospective aspect in (23). Instead, the respective meaning is conveyed by the whole 

subgroup, one may reasonably suspect this is the result of language contact.
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developed new copulative conjunctions during the colonial period: ut eh in 

ajik (24).

now  and caught-     eternity

folio 195 verso)

The clitic ajik

or syntactic function. In (24) it is attached to the fronted adverb. This clitic indicated the 

coordination relation between the clause in question and the preceding one.

see Dobbels (2003: 11), for instance. The new copulative conjunction eh was borrowed from 

eh

and -scare- -    again

position clitic ut

ta    ut

   and -listen 

ut

and  that -do   father-  and mother-
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In (26), the word ut ta. By contrast, in (27), 

the word ut is a conjunction that opens the sentence. Therefore, one can observe the same 

IN PLACE OF A CONCLUSION: SOCIOLINGUISTIC ANALYSIS  

OF POQOMCHI’ LANGUAGE CONTACTS

is a replication of “the organization, distribution and mapping of grammatical or semantic 

borrowings, the latter referring to where morphological material and its phonological shape 

(i.e., the linguistic form itself) from the source language is replicated in the target language.

-ik, which 

-Vl, but which has a parallel function. At the same time, 

items include, for example, the words: maatan ch’ool k’anjel eeb’ 

lexemes to a far greater extent than morphosyntactic structures and patterns. And secondly, 

sociolinguistic factors and conditions of language change.

Historical linguistics can sometimes reconstruct the social and cultural interrelations 

reconstructing the mere fact of contacts between these groups. This wider reconstruction can be 
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unperceived structural changes were inevitable.

Abbreviations

 – set A,  – antipassive,  – attributive,  – set 

B,  – completive,  – dative,  – demonstrative pronoun,  – directional, 

 – future,  – generic present,  – immediate,  – incompletive,  – inclusive, 

possessor,  – negation,  – nominalization,  – passive,  – perfective,  – plural,  – 

predicative,  – preposition,  – progressive,  – participle,  – interrogative,  – reportative, 

 – singular,  – transitive.

A great part of this study was carried out during my research stay at the University of 

Bonn in 2018–2019, generously supported by a postdoctoral fellowship from The Alexander 

during that time. This study would not have been possible without the help and collaboration of 

of this paper.
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